Long-range functional connectivity in the brain is considered fundamental for cognition and is known to be altered in many neuropsychiatric disorders. To modify such coupling independent of sensory input, non-invasive brain stimulation could be of utmost value.
We hypothesized that the stimulation conditions, characterized by the relative phase of 48 the two applied fields, differently affected functional connectivity. To assess global changes in connectivity were restricted to the first 100 s after stimulation offset. In sum, 66
we found transient global connectivity changes in the stimulated frequency band 67 dependent on the stimulation condition. The effects were independent of power 68 fluctuations and did not significantly interact with individual physiology (see Fig. S2 ).
69
Frequency-specificity of effects 70 We found robust condition differences in α-coupling within 100 s after stimulation offset 71 -but are these effects restricted to the stimulated frequency band? To test effects across 72 different frequency bands, we computed the grand average change in imaginary 73 coherence ( Fig. 3A) as well as the K-S distance between the cumulative histograms of 74 imaginary coherence change of two conditions ( Fig. 3B ). For both measures, the largest 75 effects in contrasts IP-AP and IP-JP were observed around the stimulated 10 Hz -a 76 frequency band free of power effects (inset in Fig. 3B ). All in all, effects were focused on 77 the stimulated α frequency band, although variability and thus confidence intervals were 78 largest in the lower α-band. Also power effects were restricted frequencies around 8 Hz.
79

Localization of effects in source space
80
As connectivity is difficult to localize at sensor level [25] , we used an eLORETA source 81 projection of the EEG data to study the spatial extent of condition differences within 82 the first 100 s after stimulation offset. On sensor level, the contrast IP-AP showed clear 83 connectivity effects and was not confounded by α-power effects (Fig. 2) ; hence, we . D: Time course of grand average differences in α-imaginary coherence change. 95% confidence intervals Holm-corrected for multiple stimulation condition comparisons are shown in gray. The difference between IP and AP (purple) as well as between IP and JP stimulation (orange) were significant within the first time interval, 0-100 s after stimulation offset. Dashed lines indicate confounding power effects (see inset in E). E: Differences between the distributions, quantified by the K-S distance, decayed similar to grand average changes. Inset: Differences in α-power change between conditions. No significant differences were found for early intervals. For later intervals, JP stimulation decreased α-power compared to IP and AP stimulation. focused on α-connectivity changes between these two conditions ( Fig. 4 ). Effects were 85 most prominent between the stimulated occipito-parietal regions, marked by dashed 86 lines ( Fig. 4A ).
87
Connectivity differences at interhemispheric pairs between the stimulated regions Furthermore, power effects might also influence intrahemispheric coupling, but we did 101 not find prominent effects with the right or the left stimulated region. Thus, we do not 102 expect power differences to drive differences in connectivity.
Looking at the population of stimulated pairs, we again computed cumulative stimulation. All condition contrasts were significant in a permutation test ( Fig. 4D ).
108
Taken together, we found differences in connectivity change between IP and AP 109 stimulation to be focused on the stimulated regions. Interhemispheric pairs between the 110 stimulated regions showed similar condition differences as global sensor level data.
111
Effects spatially correlate with stimulating field 112 Changes in coupling between interhemispheric homologue areas were of particular 113 interest in our study, since these areas received comparable stimulating fields in the IP 114 condition, and comparable fields with opposite directions in the AP condition. Thus, we 115 further examined α-coupling differences between homologue regions ( Fig. 5A ), power 116 differences associated with these regions (Fig. 5B ), as well as vectorial and absolute 117 differences in the stimulating fields between homologue regions ( Fig. 5C ). Note that we 118
show average properties of regions; peak field differences can be higher and reached 119 0.64 V/m for vectorial differences (see Appendix S1).
120
As predicted, large changes in α-coupling between homologue areas were associated 121 with large vectorial differences in field strength ( Fig. 5D ). In contrast, those coupling 122 changes did not correlate with power changes (Fig. 5E ), nor did the power changes 123 correlate with vectorial differences in field strength ( Fig. 5F ). Therefore, we suggest 124 phase differences in the tACS stimulus to drive changes in α-coupling between 125 stimulated regions, but not α-power.
126
Discussion
127
To our knowledge, this is the first study to describe frequency-and space-specific No region showed significant power effects. Regions with significant coupling differences were not associated with particularly large power differences. C: Cumulative histograms of change in imaginary coherence for all pairs between the two stimulated regions. D: Difference in cumulative histograms shown in C. All condition differences extended beyond the 95% confidence limit (dark gray, Holm-corrected for three condition contrasts). Changes in imaginary coherence differences between interhemispheric homologue areas for the α-band (9-11 Hz). Uncorrected 95% confidence intervals are shown in dark gray. Coupling between the superior occipital gyri remained significant after Holm-correction for 49 multiple region comparisons (black circle; see also Fig. 4) . B: Differences in power change, averaged over interhemispheric homologue areas. C: Differences in the applied electric field between stimulation conditions IP and AP, shown as interhemispheric differences. The montage was optimized such that differences in absolute field stength (blue) became small, while vectorial field differences were large for parietal and occipital regions (red). The stimulated region is marked by dashed vertical lines. D: The vectorial difference in field strength correlated with change in imaginary coherence (p <0.001). Points representing stimulated regions are shown in black. E: In contrast, power differences did not correlate with changes in coupling. F: Power differences neither correlated with vectorial field strength, indicating the missing influence of tACS phase on α-power.
differences restricted to the phases of the applied fields [26, 27] . 146 Here, we optimized our study design to minimize those restrictions. We analyzed However, a large influence of tactile sensation seems unlikely as no significant increases 161 in coupling were observed between the postcentral gyri and other regions (see Fig. 4A ). 162
Moreover, participants indicated no subjective difference in tactile sensation between each hemisphere, one montage was applied and connected to an alternating current source (DC-Stimulator, NeuroConn), as shown in Fig. 1C . The use of separate 255 stimulators for each montage ensured a focal field underneath the stimulation electrodes. 256
In order to quantify and compare field distributions for the different stimulation 
267
To additionally simulate the stimulation field with a higher spatial precision, the 268 leadfield matrix was also computed with the boundary element method on a volume 269 conduction three-shell model which was reconstructed from the MNI template brain (see 270 Fig. 1C ). Here, spatial resolution was 5 mm in all three dimensions and allowed for 271 detailed description of the stimulating fields (Appendix S1).
272
Data processing 273 EEG pre-processing 274 64-channel EEG data, recorded at 5 kHz, was pre-processed in MATLAB 2015b (The
275
MathWorks Inc) and FieldTrip [30] . Time series were segmented into 300 s trials before 276
("pre recording") and after tACS ("post recording") prior to preprocessing to avoid 277 leakage of the tACS artifact into the pre and post recordings. The first 500 ms of each 278 trial were discarded as post recordings may contain remaining tACS artifacts related to 279 capacitive effects within this period. Trials were re-referenced to common average, two-pass high-pass (1 Hz) as well as low-pass (25 Hz) filtered with a second order using the infomax ICA algorithm [31] was computed over all channels. Pearson's linear 284 correlation coefficient [32] between the largest 30 independent components (ICs) and 285 the ECG as well as the two electrooculography (EOG) traces were computed. ICs that 286 showed a correlation coefficient larger than 0.2 to the ECG or one of the EOGs were 287 removed in order to minimize cardiac and eye-blink artifacts. After back-projection to 288 sensor space, channels were screened for high noise levels. If the standard deviation of a 289 channel was higher than three times the median standard deviation of all channels, the 290 channel was excluded. On average, 4.7 ± 1.5 components and 1.1 ± 1.5 channels per 291 participant were removed. The whole pre-processing pipeline was thus automated and 292 did not rely on subjective decisions of the investigator.
293
Source reconstruction 294 Exact low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (eLORETA) [33, 34] -a discrete, 295 three-dimensional distributed, linear, weighted minimum norm inverse solution -was 296 used to estimate neural activity at source level. Before source projection, we band-pass 297 filtered sensor data with a 2nd order butterworth filter between 7 and 13 Hz.
298
eLORETA was then applied with 1% regularization, using the boundary element 299 method volume conduction model by Oostenveld et al. [29] . Three-dimensional time 300 series of dipoles were reconstructed at a linearly spaced grid of 1074 cortical and 301 hippocampal voxels with distance 1 cm in all three spatial directions, and regions were 302 assigned following the AAL atlas parcellation. To reduce the spatial dimension of the 303 resulting time series, we used spatio-spectral decomposition (SSD) [35] , maximizing 304 activity between 9-11 Hz while suppressing activity in the flanking bands 8-9 Hz and 305 11-12 Hz. SSD was applied to time series of the three spatial dimensions at each voxel. 306
Only the largest component was considered for further analysis [25] . also called imaginary coherence) [36] was computed in 1 s segments without overlap and 314 averaged over the 100 s window of interest. In general, we looked at differences between 315 pre-and post-recordings. To keep the distance between pre-and post-recordings For JP stimulation, the relative phase of the stimulating currents constantly varied, and 371 thus the stimulating electric field changed between the ones computed for IP and AP 372 stimulation. As stimulating fields were maximally different between IP and AP 373 stimulation, we restricted ourselves to reporting differences between these two.
374
Ideally, stimulation conditions should differ only in the direction or temporal phase 375 of the applied field and not in their absolute strength or focality [26] . Our stimulation 376 configuration was chosen to optimally meet these criteria. At each voxel, the absolute 377 field strength difference between IP and AP stimulation was below 70 mV/m; the 
390
Imaginary coherence and power values were z-scored. α denotes the stimulated 391 frequency band (9) (10) (11) .
392
The absence of a correlation between connectivity and power effects over 393 participants supports the robustness of our connectivity effects. Furthermore, we did 394 not find a correlation of connectivity effects with the match of the stimulated frequency 395
to IAF, indicating no potential benefits of stimulation at the IAF compared to 10 Hz stimulation. Finally, both baseline α-power and -connectivity of participants did not 397 significantly affect connectivity differences between conditions. Hence, we did not find 398 evidence for individual physiology to interact with tACS efficacy. 
399
